Mount Saver Powder
Technical Bulletin & Instructions
About: The Mount Medix Mount Saver Powder is another product designed for professional
taxidermist use. The product is a blend of the Mount Medix active and different types of
diatomaceous earth.
Applications: The Mount Saver Powder was initially designed to be used with or
completely replace Borax in bird taxidermy. However, since its introduction to the
taxidermy industry, several other uses have become commonplace. The first would be to
add the Powder to the chopped corn cobs, peanut shells, sawdust of other materials
normally used in tumblers. The addition allows the hair or feathers and the hide to absorb
some of the Mount Medix cleaning active. But the addition of the powder to the tumblers
will keep insects out of the tumbling media. Another use is to put some powder inside
horns prior to reattaching them to the cores during mounting. By placing some of the
powder in the cores it protects against dermistids in case there is some tissue remaining
inside the horns. Another common use is in natural habitat materials like moss or grasses.
Just sprinkle some powder onto the habitat materials, tap to remove excess
Example Uses
Bird Taxidermy: Formulated to replace borax in bird taxidermy. Apply enough powder to
coat the skin. The powder can be used in a 50/50 mix with BORAX when mounting birds and
still provide the maneuverability of the skin that 100% BORAX provides. If maneuverability
is not a concern than 100% powder can be used and will provide maximum insect proofing
in bird mounts. The powder will eliminate the skin a food source for insects and larvae.
Tumbler Additive: Add 2,5 dl of powder for every dry 4 liter of material.
Horns: Liberally apply to the inside of the cavities after all tissue is removed and before
reattachment to the core. Typically, a tablespoon in each horn is adequate for long term
protection
Habitats: Use to dust habitat areas, like moss, grass and dirt, to eliminate the material as
a food source for insects and larvae
Hide Storage: Can be used for tanned or salted skins that are being stored.
Shelf Life: Greater than 5 years
Available sizes and usage:
The Mount Medix Mount Saver Powder is available 0,340 kilo Ready-To-Use
For additional information or questions please contact Mount Medix at info@mountmedix.eu

